NEWS OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING SOCIETY

Schedule Of Interesting Meetings And Excursions Planned For Coming Term

ANNUAL DINNER NEXT MONTH

Representative Pin For Student Branches of A. S. M. E. Sought For

The Annual dinner and meeting of the Mechanical Engineering Society, will be held on the 12th of this month, at 7 o'clock, in the Union. Among the guests and speakers will be our esteemed President, Prof. Thomas E. Hall, in whose capacity, he will speak on the subject of Power Plant Construction. The meeting will be followed by a banquet, to which all members of the society are invited.

COMMISSION OPEN FOR SHOW STAGE MANAGER

Meeting Of Contestants For Position In Show Office This Afternoon

ASSISTANTS POSITION IMPORTANT

Preliminary Trials For Parts In Cast Held Yesterday And Today.

HOCKEY TEAM PLAYS WILLIAMS TO-NIGHT

Last Chance To See Institute Play Another College

CLOSE GAME EXPECTED!

Large Attendance Expected, From Both Technology And Williams.

The Arena, tonight, will doubtless have the largest attendance from the Institute, that it has had this season, due to the hockey game with Williams. As the game is the first of the season, the Tech team will play with another college, every man interested in the team or the sport should avail himself of this opportunity to see a fast game. Although at the time of writing it is impossible to be playing a better game than Williams, the bi-weekly report for mid-years, this year, says that the game will probably be played at least part of the game tonight. In case he should not be able to go to the game, Stease will take his place at left wing. In such an event Stease's position at left wing will be filled by either Storke or Yereance. Vose and Ramsey will each play part of the game from the other positions. The other positions will be as usual with Capt. Good at cover point, Novalle at right center and Boulton at goal.

Dr. J. A. Rockwell

A meeting of the Institute Committee was held in Room A in the Union at 4.30 o'clock Tuesday afternoon. Reports were accepted from the secretary, the Bulletin Board Committee, the Calendar Committee, and the Point System Committee. The representatives of the various societies were instructed to have reports of their finances sent to the finance commission, and were requested to send notices of events and meetings to the Calendar Committee as far in advance as possible. A list of the men having over ten points was read.

Dr. Rockwell of the advisory council, read a report on the fund, which is the result of the annual fund, and that they expected to have more money from the Tech Show as it is possible to give them. On account of lack of money the relay team will be unable to compete at the meet at Philadelphia, which is one of the most important athletic events of the year. A contact has been made with Brown to hold a meet with them this year at Providence, and next year at Tech.
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The game with Williams tonight is one of the biggest games of the hockey season and should bring out the Institute men. It is a home game so there is no excuse if we are not all there with a crowd that will make the visitors sit up and take notice. We ought to win in en masse.
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FRESHMEN VS. BROOKLINE AT GYM: SATURDAY

Dual Track Meet In Indoor Events With Local Stars

On Saturday, February 18, the respective track teams of 1914 and Brookline High School will clash in a dual track meet at the Gym.

This meet will probably be more closely contested than the 1912-1914 Meet held February 4, and will be different, in its list of events. The program consists of a 55 yard dash, 300 yard, 400 yard, 1000 yard, and mile runs, high hurdles, shot put, and high jump. Silver medals will be awarded to the winners in these events.

Brookline promises to send in a large and enthusiastic delegation, and, with a corresponding number of our own adherents, there should be no lack of excitement. Tickets are being sold by members of the freshman team, at twenty-five cents. The meet will be called promptly at 3:00 P. M. Saturday at the Gym.

COMMUNICATION

Editor of The Tech—

Another conflict between important undergraduate activities is about to occur. On the evening of February 17 a basketball game and gym meet will cross with an important meeting of the Civil Engineering Society to be held in Huntington Hall. The Calendar Committee, as usual, receive the blame for such a state of affairs, wish to emphatically state, that the Calendar Committee is not at fault. The conflict lies with the graduate activities to keep in touch with the Calendar before arranging dates.

In this case, as a result, the C. E. Society went ahead, and after considerable difficulty secured the use of Huntington Hall on February 17 without consulting the calendar to see whether there was another undergraduate event arranged for that evening.

Consequently I have received a complaint from the basketball management calling attention to the neglect of the Calendar Committee in allowing the C. E. Society to arrange its date, and then to draw students away from a home game for the third time this year. The C. E. Society was consulted and gave the information that it would be absolutely impossible to postpone their meeting. The basketball game and gym meet have been scheduled for a long while, and require large forfeits if cancelled. Therefore the conflict cannot be avoided.

In conclusion I ask all officers of undergraduate activities to keep in touch with the Calendar. Otherwise it is of no value. Dates should be sent in as far ahead as they are known, and the Calendar Committee consult before definitely arranging an event. Dates are posted on the calendar as far as known. To show up with a conflict a week or a day before the date a corresponding number of our own activities.

Mr. O. C. Morse, formerly of Morse & Henderson, is prepared to receive his customers at his old address, 18 Boylston Street, Room 14, where he will display selected importations in suits, overcoats, etc.

Mr. Morse believes that in Mr. Allen he has a competent cutter, in-
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been discussed at a meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Another interesting trip will be to one of the grain elevators in South Boston. This visit should be of benefit to Mechanical Engineers, especially if he intends buying in the great grain elevators of that country or entering employ of one of the transportation companies.

With the recent activities of some of the engineering societies in the matter ofipes, many questions are being raised of the advisability of the mechanism of the elevators of the country or entering employ of one of the transportation companies.

I. ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY

SMOKER INTERESTING

Mr. Hugh Cairns, Celebrated Sculptor

Tells Of Facility Of Modeling.

MODELS ILLUSTRATE REMARKS

Modeler’s Method Of Getting Best Results shown And Valuable Hints Given.

If any of the students present at the Architectural Society’s smoker last night had any doubts about the facility of sculpture, Mr. Hugh Cairns’ exposition of the modeler’s method of manipulating clay must surely have dispelled them. To enhance the simplicity of the use of clay, Mr. Cairns, while working at his own modeling board kept his audience a gale of laughter with his jokes. Mr. Cairns emphasized the need of taking care to bring out all the shadow possible. Simplicity and the most direct way to get large shade values were the most important points brought out.

The speaker acted well his teachings. For under deft fingers, insinuate pieces of clay came to bear some relation to other pieces of clay to make a balanced whole. The speaker explained simplicity by using a piece of clay between his hands and then by jabbing it in two or three places, produced a flower. By affixing a couple of long round strips of clay and touching the ends of it at once, Mr. Cairns caused several of his audience to shout with the naturalness of the wind driven ribbon.

Mr. Cairns next showed how a head was built up by making a medallion. His method of procedure was very interesting indeed. In that in this case, for example, he used the same simple methods that he had spoken of previously. He molded the clay in his hands and then merely applied it to the object. His method was to start building up the face by bringing out the most prominent shadow, which was the eyebrow. Then the rest of the face was built up to the same general level. It was very interesting to notice that every piece of clay brought out a very important shadow.

When Mr. Cairns had finished the face, he demonstrated how easy it was to change the expression of it. By changing the eyebrow slightly, he had a new face and before he scraped the medallion from the stand, he showed how simple it was to trace back to the days of Pauline Rose by making to to produce the peaceful laughing audience, the ferret of a change of expression.

Mr. Cairns’ last work was the modeling of a lion’s head. The lion apparently took well to the work for soon the modeler assumed the shape of the conventional lion as popularly known today. The sculptor dug his two hands into the head, producing a startling change was wrought. The lion was grinning. A few more of these terrible yelps and the lion looked as merry. Mr. Cairns was kind to it and soon mercifully took it from his stand. President Foster of the society in behalf of those present thanked Mr. Cairns for his talk. Mr. Cairns was then roundly cheered in appreciation of his talk.
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NOTICE

Civil Eng. Soc.

All members who have paid their dues may secure 4 tickets for the moving picture show from McGee in 30 Eng. B. or Powell 41 Eng. B. All those interested in the show should apply to O. O. Powell, Sec. Box 14, Cage.

FACULTY NOTICE

DRAWING DEPARTMENT

CURRENT WORK

WEEK OF FEB. 13

Descriptive Geometry

Problems 19 and 20

Lectures and Study Plates.

Mechanical Drawing

Continue On The Applied Geometry Sheet.

C. L. Adams

NOTICE

Notice to freshmen: Competitors for Assistant Stage Manager open today at 4:00 P. M. in the Show Office, Room B, the Union.

BIOLOGISTS TO MEET

WEEK FROM TODAY

Address Will Be Given By W. H. Clark Of The State Board Of Health.

On Thursday February 13, one week from today, the Biological Society will hold its regular meeting in the Union. A talk will be given by Mr. W. H. Clark, chemist of the State Board of Health, Mr. Clark is in charge of the Filtration Plant in Lawrence, Mass., and is principally concerned with the chemical analysis of the water there. The noise committee will be busy as usual, and has planned a very novel and interesting stunt for that night.

1911

A list of all men eligible to be placed on the ballot for Class Day Committee, will be posted on the bulletin in the Union about February 13. If your name is not on the list consult with any of the Class Officers at once, as after March 1, no name will be added.

The Tech is now. Don't wait till you are chased by the noise committee to subscribe for the Tech can get his coupon at the Cage.

French Gothic Architecture—(250)

Offered the second term instead of the first. Fifteen lectures by Mr. Dike, illustrated. Applicants will please hand in tabular view cards at once to Mr. Dike, Tel. 22195.

The Girl of the Golden West

Monday, Feb. 13, at 8

The Enfant Prodigue

Saturday, Feb. 18, at 8

The Magic Flute

Friday, Feb. 17, at 8

Manon

Saturday, Feb. 18, at 2

The Turn of the Screw

Wednesday, Feb. 15, at 8

The Dream of Gerontius

Monday, Feb. 20, at 8

FAUST

Friday, Feb. 24, at 8

La Gioconda

Tuesday, Feb. 21, at 8

Tosca

Wednesday, Feb. 22, at 8

The Grapes of Wrath

Saturday, Feb. 25, at 8

The Martyr

Thursday, Feb. 23, at 8

The White Devil

Sunday, Feb. 19, at 8

The School for Scandal

Tuesday, Feb. 21, at 2

The Kohler Sisters

Thursday, Feb. 23, at 2

The Girl of the Golden West

Friday, Feb. 24, at 2

The Man Without a Country

Saturday, Feb. 25, at 2

TROUBLE TO THE RESCUE!

Monday, Feb. 27, at 8

The Damnation of Thadeus

Tuesday, Feb. 28, at 8

The Woman of Fire

Wednesday, Feb. 29, at 8

Youth at the End of the World

Thursday, March 1, at 8

Mrs. Warren's Professions

Friday, March 2, at 8

Your Courage is Required

Saturday, March 3, at 8

The Woman of Fire

Monday, March 5, at 8

The Well of the Saints

Tuesday, March 6, at 8

The School for Scandal

Wednesday, March 7, at 8

The Two Orphans

Thursday, March 8, at 8

TROUBLE TO THE RESCUE!

Friday, March 9, at 8

The Chateau D'If

Saturday, March 10, at 8

A Night at the Opera

Monday, March 12, at 8

The French Wedding Cake

Tuesday, March 13, at 8

The School for Scandal

Wednesday, March 14, at 8

The Woman of Fire

Thursday, March 15, at 8

The School for Scandal

Friday, March 16, at 8

The Woman of Fire

Saturday, March 17, at 8

TROUBLE TO THE RESCUE!

Monday, March 19, at 8